Timeline
2009

23rd February
8th March
25th March
18th June		
22nd June
24th June		
29th June		
July 		
8th July		
		
19th July		
3rd-10th August
6th August
7th August
10th August
		
15th September

2008

15th December
Blockade of Ravenstruther coal terminal
near Mainshill

Digger Diving stops work at Rosewell Open Cast site, Midlothian
Mainshill Banner Drop
Digger Diving stops work at Muir Dean Open cast site, Fife
Mainshill Solidarity Camp occupation
Drilling workers try to come on to site but are blocked by campers and locals
Eviction papers served on site
Eviction order granted
Daily blockading of the logging access road for 3 weeks
Scottish Coal, APEX drilling and police break barricades on site to retrieve machinery
held on site since the occupation started
Community Picnic & 1 month occupation celebration
Climate Camp Scotland held on site
Glentaggart Open Cast Coal Mine conveyor belt sabotaged
Picnic, garden games and banners at Lord Home’s country house
Coal dumped at South Lanarkshire Council Headquarters & protest to expose the
conflict of interests of local councillors
Work restarts felling trees

During this period there were so many digger diving actions that a lot of the smaller ones weren’t reported
22nd September
5th October
6th October
8th October
13th October
20th October
26th October
27th October
		
31st October
31st Oct-1st Nov
2nd November
3rd November
10th November
20th November
21st November
28thNov-1st Dec
29th November
30th November
1st December
7th December
12th December
16th December
		
		
18th December
25th December

Drilling rig occupied for 6 hours at Mainshill
Lock-on Blockade at Ravenstruther coal terminal
Harvester stopped
3 harvesters sabotaged & machinery stopped from working through the night
Skyraft (platform suspended between trees) blockade stops work for 8 hours
2 Drilling Rigs and 3 tree felling vehicles sabotaged
Barricades and lock-ons on access road stop work for 7 hours
2 people lock on to Harvester (one of them escapes from the police before being 		
formally arrested, haha!)
Machinery sabotaged including drilling rig
Gathering including a community walk around site and workshops
Harvester locked-onto
Apex Offices in Wales sabotaged in solidarity with Mainshill Camp
Harvester locked onto
National Eviction Team visit, taking photos of defences
2 Bailiffs visit and try to rip walls off the bunker above the tunnel
Gathering, mostly spent working on defences
Lord Home & guests’ tyres deflated outside his house
Harvester stopped
Harvester stopped
Drilling Rig sabotaged
Felled plantation trees are given away as Xmas trees to locals
Raeburn Contractors and Ian Fleming (site manager) come to the camp, stupidly 		
leaving their vehicles at the gate; windows get smashed, tyres are deflated and a bucket
of compost is thrown over them
6 Month occupation party
4 machines sabotaged at Broken Cross Open Cast Coal Mine

2010

Early January
13th January
23rd-26th Jan

13 machines sabotaged at Poniel Open Cast Coal Mine
Drilling rig sabotaged
Pre eviction gathering

25th January
Eviction of the Mainshill Solidarity Camp begins
Day One
Communal taken down, boom box bunker evicted, three people are taken out of the fort, four people
removed from the tunnel bunker, and three people put up a wicked fight in treehouses and walkways
around the buckfast communal area
Day Two		
Tunnel team get through the first door of tunnel and remove one person, two people evicted from the
crows nest at the top of the fort, and three people are evicted from the small camp up at cable gate
Day Three
Treehouse near the top of site evicted, net and sky raft at water gate get taken down and 3 people removed.
Two more people evicted from tunnel but eviction team keep digging it out in order to find “Silent Dave”.
Eviction starts at the camp at the Sycamores, one person is evicted and the rest are left there overnight.
Ewok Village is discovered. Ravenstruther Rail Terminal is shut down for the 3rd time
Day Four
The Sycamores and The Ewok Village are evicted.
Day Five
“The Wild Man of the woods” aka Rambo is discovered in one of the plantations and arrested. Also one
person is arrested for taking pictures on site. Eviction team finish clearing site and leave.
8th April First eviction arrestees in court
12th April Two Caterpillar D9T’s and a 170 tonne face scrapping earth mover, an O&K RH90 sabotaged
at Mainshill
There are 45 court cases for the Mainshill eviction going on till June and possibly longer.

Story

One day there was a wood where people lived. That wood was taken away from those people and some of
them cried, some went quiet, some did other things that I don’t know about. But they all lost their home in
the wood.
This is an old story that millions of people have lived, all over the world. Many times the people resisted
having the wood taken from them and being destroyed. Often without questioning the people would give
their lives to defend the wood that gave them life. Why do you think they gave their lives? What were they
aware of that meant the wood was more important than their lives?
I learned that the culture I belong to is the one that has been taking and destroying the woods where others
live. It wasn’t long before I found the need to resist too. But I didn’t have a wood; I didn’t know any woods
very well and most of the woods around me were slowly dying or had been killed already for one of many reasons.
I could see no contrast between before and after, I knew only after. I had no before to fight for.
I now know before.
As I struggled to build a before picture in my mind I read about others who had struggled to understand
similar things. Having no better idea I listened to their stories. I was sort of sick, sort of blind, sort of broken.
The ideas and visions I’d grown up with, been handed by my culture, my school and my family, were a disease
that had been given full access to all of me. Just as it claimed full access to the woods where people, human or
otherwise, lived.
I found endless fights inside my own head. Slowly I picked through these fights and after initial trouble I
found they were largely nothing to do with me, I could lay the blame outside of my own head.
So I looked out at a world whose fabric I loathed. Resistance became a physical thing, something that had to
happen in the ‘real’ world. The world where the sea is indispensable, where the soils and rivers are alive.
But I was overwhelmed. There was so much destruction all around, fields, roads, houses, factories, offices.
They were all full of human people working hard all their lives to destroy more and feeling good about it, or
not noticing that was what was happening, or noticing but not acting on it, or in the same position as me or
something I don’t know about. Where was I to start? There were as many physical fights to pick as there were
mental ones.
My biggest fear is not being taken seriously. When I picked a fight I wanted to be taken seriously. And maybe
for a moment or two before I was kicked out of my adopted wood I was part of something that just might
have been taken seriously, I’m not sure.
I hear now that things are going well for those who kicked me out and I’m not happy. I feel dishonest and
unsettled. Not just from these experiences of mine either. I know other things, the sea is being killed a
thousand different ways, soils are disrespected and destroyed on a scale as large as all dry land. Rivers are
broken and drained. My body has become a dumping ground for industrial waste. I know the future holds
more of the same, more and more and more of the same.
I won’t run away, I won’t hide, I won’t climb back inside the world where the sea doesn’t matter. I will resist, I
will fight and I need help so we can be taken seriously.

Before Mainshill...
It was at an Earth First! Summer Gathering a couple of years ago that the seeds of a
campaign against new coal in Scotland were sewn. Some people got together for a
chat about new coal in the UK, where it was and what we could do about it. After
looking at where all the new open cast mines and power stations were going to be
the first thing that struck was “fuck me, most of that’s in Scotland”.
And so Coal Action Scotland was born, later that month, in a social centre in
Edinburgh. In trying to work out a strategy for confronting this massive expansion
of the coal industry a number of things became clear. Firstly, a huge amount of
research had to be done so that we knew what we were dealing with. Secondly, a
different set of tactics were needed – we were dealing with the UK’s largest open
cast mining company, a massive power company, some huge coal infrastructure,
around 13 new mines all going through various stages of the planning process
simultaneously and some seriously disenfranchised communities, bearing the brunt
of Scotland’s climate change impacts at home.
On top of this, capacity seemed somewhat low. Despite the fact that the “climate
change movement” or “radical environmental movement” was growing, it was
taking some worrying changes in direction towards media/celebrity-based ecoactivism and turning further away from achieving the kind of social change that
will be necessary to bring about any kind of revolutionary ecological society. “The
movement” wasn’t really talking about what really affects people, and increasingly
our politics dealt with abstract carbon-counting, made worse by our obsession with
the financial crisis.
We were/are also years away from the kind of movement seen during the antiroads years, the Reclaim the Streets demos or free-party scene that could have and
did bring about large-scale change. We were kidding ourselves that the movement
was as strong as ever, when in fact what was happening was that a few campaigns
were getting very successful at generating media coverage and the radical was
getting co-opted into the mainstream. Never a good platform for radical change.
So what did we do? Taking these politics to heart, a one-day, sensational action
that got reasonably good media coverage. It did turn out, however, to have some
very positive impacts. For a start, it established the group and the fact that we could
hit Scottish Coal where it hurts. The action at the Ravenstruther Rail Terminal, the
pinch-point where all the coal from 4 open cast mines in South Lanarkshire goes
through, cost over 200,000 pounds, surprising even the people who took part.
It made a splash in a part of Scotland that has been struggling against open cast
coal mining for twenty years now, and was timely in that the Mainshill open cast
proposals were soon to be approved by the council. It showed both the mining
company and local communities that we meant business (The Ravenstruther depot
has now been hit three times!).

Preparations for Taking a Site
Do the Research
Coal is still a massive part of the UK’s industry and infrastructure, especially in places
like the Central Belt of Scotland, the North-East of England and parts of Wales. There is
a huge amount of publicly available information out there, the tricky bit is pulling it all
together so that it makes sense. Knowing what we’re talking about, and through that
being able to provide a concise, accurate and radical analysis is really important if we’re
going to be taken seriously.

Pick some sites

Once you’ve got a good idea of where the new mines are going to be, pick a few to
focus on in more depth.
Which companies are applying? Are they big operators such as Scottish Coal or smaller
ones? Do they have other infrastructure and mines in the area? If they do, then they’re
probably planning to close a near-by mine and open the new one with machinery and
personnel from the one closing. Which makes it easy for them to move machinery and
workforce on site, and will probably be quite fast. What’s the timescale for the near-by
mine that’s closing? The end of coal mining at that mine, and the start of restoration is
probably a good indicator of when they’ll be moving.
Are there any community campaigns active in the area? Look at articles in local
newspapers as they’re the most likely place to hear about them. Looking through the
Planning Portal on council websites will sometimes have documents such as letters of
objection or consultation from local action groups, that may have contact details for
community activists. Community Councils are also a good bet – generally, if they’re
representing the community, they are against new open cast mines and will say so at
Planning hearings and on their websites. Calling or emailing Community Councils for
contact details of local activists is usually a good idea.
Mines going through the planning process will have a number of documents
associated with them that will give you lots and lots of information about the project.
There’s the Non-Technical Summary, the Scoping Report and the Environmental Impact
Assessment. Unfortunately, all this information will be available through the consultant
(usually RPS or Entec in Scotland) paid by the mining company to compile the reports.
Most of the time these people are ecological box-tickers who swear that there’s no
wildlife of any particular importance on site, and will deny any adverse heath impacts
for people living locally.
Some sites will be more strategically important than others depending on their size,
level of community objection, the area and the company involved.

Talk to the locals and offer your support
Once you have contacts for people locally active against new mines, offer your help.
Often we assume that because we’re anarchists and think about politics all the time we
know best. Usually, we don’t. Especially if its the intricacies of the politics of a council
ward somewhere we don’t live. Every area has its own set of lying councillors, spineless
MSPs and corrupt MPs. Community activists often know a huge amount about how
decisions get made in an area, and who the key players are.

Site

Tourism

I first went to Mainshill for the Scottish Climate Camp in August 2009. I’d never been
to a protest site before, but for a while I’d been wanting to live in a tree. At first
I found the site quite intimidating. The communal in the evening was packed with
people, in the pitch black, everyone seemed to know everyone else and would chatter
away. We were in the middle of nowhere and there was nowhere else to go apart
from the toilet! Also most people who live on a tree site I have found to be muddy,
can stay warm in the cold and climb trees, off the bus steps me with my clean shoes,
still cold with five layers on and I develop an incredible sense of doom when I am 6
foot off the ground.
I wanted to support the solidarity camp because I think its doing the right thing,
getting in there and fucking shit up in solidarity with communities already getting
done in. I have done loads of blockades in the past couple of years and whilst I don’t
think its a redundant tactic I think far too much emphasis is placed on it within
direct action campaigns at the moment. If we are going to build communities that
can stop or survive climate chaos we need to up our game. Sites like Mainshill are
making that step.
I read a couple of books, one called Copse, the other Road Raging (get your local
library to stock them then others will read them too!) all about UK direct action
protest sites in the 90’s against road building. I wondered why no one was using the
tactic any more after it had been so successful.Thatcher
had wanted to build £25,000,000,000 worth of roads
but after the uproar and expense caused by people
taking to the trees in defence of the countryside and
planet the road budget was dropped to £3 billion. Site
occupations are the best action tactic I can take to
bring down any number of high carbon industries.
I don’t like heights and heights don’t like me but I wanted
to learn how to climb a tree at Mainshill. Someone who
lived on site lent me a harness and spent two hours
showing me how to climb safely. Within one afternoon
I was amongst the tall sycamore trees at the top of the
field stepping out in the middle of two trees on a rope
walk 60 feet up.
I’m already looking forward to the next sites.

I had never really done any proper ‘actions’ before coming to Mainshill.
I’d lived on a protest site before but there was no real eviction threat and
no work happening on site so Mainshill was totally different. During one
month we were getting up at 6am every week day to stop work [or at
least it felt like it]. It was on one of these freezing, gloomy mornings that I
took part in my first accountable action.
The day before we had spent almost entirely at the top of site building a
large barricade made out of felled trees that the contractors had stupidly
left us to play with. It rained all day but we worked through it, with some
people standing on the huge pile of logs and levering them into place
and others waiting down below to set them into the structure. It was
pretty knackering but at the end of it I think we all felt like we’d achieved
something and worked really well together.
The next morning after what felt like 20 minutes sleep, lots of strong
coffee and a huge pot of porridge [yuck, make mine a cheese toastie!],
we walked up the hill to wait for the workers to arrive. We had built what
we called ‘the dodgy boxes’ which was basically one big square of logs
where I was to sit with a lock on and lots of other logs tied and cut to fit
into the box so that the contractors wouldn’t be able to move any vehicles
around it.
The workers arrived at about 7.30am driving a big log collector into
view. Several of my friends ran up to stop it and there was a lot of head
scratching for a few minutes before he turned around and left. The police
arrived about half an hour to an hour later and had a look around,
one self important sergant jumping all over the precarious structure I
was sitting in and attempting to cut me out of my lock on with a pen
knife! Somewhere in all the fray they had decided that another structure
that had been on the site for a while was suddenly in the way of their
machines [despite the fact that they had manoeuvred around it easily

earlier in the day] and they wanted to knock it down too. The person who
lived in it quickly jumped in and locked on as V Division [cops who deal
with lock ons and stuff] were called to get us out.
By now everyone who was there to support the action had been moved
further away. I think the cops like to do this so they can ask you stupid
questions and try to bore you enough so they can just arrest you without
actually having to do any of the work of getting you out of your lock on.
V Division pretty much thought that they were some sort of weird version
of the A Team. They were all about banter and liked to joke about how
I might ‘lose an arm’ for some weird reason but generally I found them
okay. They just wanted to use as many tools in their kit as possible and
that was the aim of the game for us too. The lock on I was using was
one that had been donated to site so I had hardly any idea of what the
individual layers were so it was quite exciting watching them cut through
them all, fighting against the safety blanket they kept trying to cover my
face with.
They finished at about 12 and then I had to get out of the box. I felt pretty
stupid for just crawling out myself but at the time I felt scared with their
threats of dragging me out. As I was walking off towards the police van
it did cross my mind to just run [they hadn’t even handcuffed me] but it
would’ve made living on site harder as the police were an almost daily
presence at the time. Anyway, I was hungry and tired by this point and
couldn’t wait for a night in a warm cell!
Unfortunately it wasn’t as good as all that because when the Chuckle
Brothers [CID] came to interview me I forgot that everything they say is
lies and really thought they were going to remand me if I didn’t give an
address. I gave them one when I didn’t have to which again I felt stupid
about but it was a good learning experience.
Court the next day was about as interesting as can be expected. They
made me wait for ages in the holding cells, before and after but it was
great to get out and go straight back to site again, knowing full well that
they could do nothing about it.
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When my treehouse was built I would walk through the field to bed every night,
and back every morning. Since there were no defences in the field, no work to do
there, all I would do is walk through it. I did a lot of thinking walking through that
field. The path was the perfect length for a mid-afternoon ponder. It was also a
great place to get peace and quiet. When more people moved into the sycamores we
would walk together and chat in the field before climbing to bed.
In August the grass seeded and went golden and brittle. It would change colour
in the light, and swoosh in the breeze. Climate Camp came and in the space of a few
weeks a community of people from across the UK set up a village, stayed, and then
left. I remember returning to the field after being in Edinburgh post Climate Camp
and sitting in what had been the medics tent, with the five other people on site,
drinking Blackthorn and watching “Cannibal The Musical” on a laptop.
It rained non-stop of weeks and the field became a marsh to be navigated with
care. Winter came and the vegetation totally died back. Our path to the sycamores
became a metre wide mud slide. When it started to get truly cold the grass would
be coated in a layer of silver and crystal frost, which would crunch under foot on the
walk to bed. It would shimmer in the bright moonlight. One morning in November
I woke up and looked out the door of the treehouse at the field totally coated in
snow. I was the first to walk through it and left a single set of footprints. That night
on the walk to bed I startled six or seven deer in the field. They bounded through
the field, right in front of me, lit up by the moon bouncing off the snow, making
almost no sound.
Just before Christmas during one of the gatherings a meteor storm drew us
from the warm, light comfortable communal to stand in the field. Some nutters
made frost angels on the ground but most of us stood cuddling for warmth and
sharing the few cans of beer we had while craning our necks to look at the stars.
Every time a meteor would streak across the sky leaving white, purple or green
trails, we would all woop and cheer. After a while we went to bed, but we could
hear the woops long into the night. People must have stayed in the freezing cold
watching the sky for hours.
The night before the eviction started we walked to bed from the communal for
the last time. We stood half way up it and reminisced about the last seven months of
the site. The field played such a large part of my time at that camp, and I hardly ever
noticed it. The last seven months of that field flicked through my mind.
During the eviction, while we could still come down from our trees at night,
we sat in the field huddled round the fire and chatted with our dwindling numbers,
drinking beer and waiting for the bailiffs to eventually come. When they did,
scattering the remaining deer who had been feeding in the forest, nowhere else to
go, I was taken, handcuffed, tired and bruised, and marched through the field to
a waiting landrover. As I was driven away, leaving that field for the very last time,
a giant bulldozer started ripping the top soil up. The fertile, diverse meadow was
stripped right in front of me for the coal underneath.

Wednesday, 1pm...
Part One

Eviction started Monday morning 8ish. We watched from a distance as others
were evicted and were kept up to date by support people through texts. We didn’t
see any eviction team or police for ages and we got lots of support, visitors and
skipped food. I had two evenings on site during eviction. I spent time on the
ground each night, hanging out around a fire and eating hot food. During the
evenings we were able to walk around site as long as we didn’t go too close to the
tunnel team or the front of site. When cable gate had been evicted we managed
to scavenge food and bedding from the broken tree houses that were lying around
the ground. It was a relief to be able to walk around site at night.
During the days we hung out together in our trees, particularly in the mornings.
We would sit in the branches getting high and ranting and shouting at any hivisses that went by.

Part Two

Wednesday the weather wasn’t so good so we spent most of it inside. We watched
the net, sky raft and a tree house get evicted. Rants, whistles and shouting
continued. At about one I was entirely covered by my duvet, right over my head,
almost asleep. I wanted a little safe space. While I was covered I imagined being
in different places. At the same time they turned up for us, for me. They were fast,
really fast. And they used our walk ways. They dismantled the tree houses around
people locked on and burnt everything they could.

Part Three

I didn’t have a harness on; instead I was holding the branches with my arms
and legs. With some difficulty a rope was wrapped around my ankle and to the
harness of one of the climbers. This rope was pulled, dragging me slowly from the
branches. Then another rope was wrapped around my waist and pulled. When
I was within reach a handcuff was put on my left wrist. These two ropes and the
handcuff were then used to pull me onto the platform of my tree house.

Once there and with more struggle my feet were tied with climbing rope and my
hands were cuffed behind my back. I was told that it would hurt. Then a harness/
sling was clipped around my middle and I was left to sit back for a few minutes.
My perception of time is poor through out.
During these minutes I was able to watch the sky, which had previously been
cloudy, as the sun began to set. I also watched a large v of geese fly overhead.
When the branches of the tree had been cut I was lowered to the ground, about
60ft. I arrived face down and was very quickly surrounded by bailiffs. My hair was
pulled and there was at least one knee on my back. After a moment I was picked
up by my arms and legs, both still tied, still face down and carried maybe halfway
down the field.
Then they put me down and pulled me to my knees, still holding my arms. At this
point I had pictures taken of me by some pig motherfuckers.
I was then walked by six bailiffs and two police down to the road. During this
walk my thumbs, hands and wrists were twisted and pulled against the handcuffs.
This was the most painful bit. Once we were on the road I was told that we would
wait a few minutes until I would be given to the police. During this time I was
placed face down on the road and a person or people climbed on my back, the
twisting and pulling continued. For a while I had a constraint on my breathing,
due to the weight on my back.
I was then walked to the front of site and handed to the pig motherfuckers who
arrested me and put me in a police van and took me to the police station.

Mainshill Solidarity Camp received rather a lot of anonymous communiques from
autonomous groups of activists acting in solidarity with the solidarity camp saying that
they had sabotaged machines in the area... ; )
Drilling rigs, forestry machines and coal infrastructure at Mainshill and on nearby
opencast coal mines were damaged by these persistent pixies: wires and hydraulics cut,
windows smashed, tires deflated, machines painted, locks glued, lights smashed and
levers busted.
We had made a home at Mainshill Woods. We worked and ate together, created a camp
that we were proud of and became connected to that place, watching it change over the
seasons, exploring its secrets and fuelling our fight with the inspiration that we took from
the things that grew and lived there.
Once work began to progress on the site: machines getting closer and the clear-fell
getting larger, it was clear to everyone that we needed to step-up our activities. Seeing
the area being destroyed - watching trees come down and drilling rigs spewing out black
mess from the ground made us more determined and angry.
Acts of sabotage integrated well into a wider campaign of blockades and other
accountable actions, work with the local community including regular meetings and the
production of the Coal Health Study, research and media work as well as the camp itself
– a visible occupation of the land providing a base for people to come together.
As machines began to be targeted and damaged by night, and locals continued visit
the camp and work with us, it felt that we had entered a new stage in our opposition to
Scottish Coal and their plans. Sabotage actions became more and more frequent as time
went on and together with accountable blockades and lock-ons there were more than 30
actions in just over a year around Mainshill.
However, this did take time, patience and sometimes getting it a bit wrong.
In the summer, during The Camp for Climate Action at Mainshill some people snuck out
in the night and dismantled the conveyor belt at Glentaggart opencast mine. This was the
first pixie action to be reported since the camp had arrived and it provoked an interesting
and difficult discussion between campers and the local anti-opencast campaigners. At
the camp we were excited by the news of the action and generally pleased that it had
happened. But, in a large meeting at the camp some of the locals told us that they were

unhappy with this kind of action - that it increased the amount of lorries transporting coal
by road in the area, that we’d crossed a line and that if it happened again we wouldn’t be
seeing them at the camp any more.
We’d pissed off the very people that we were there to support and it didn’t feel good. This
was a hard blow to our enthusiasm to push our limits and step-up our tactics to take the
fight direct to those waging destruction. However, our relationship with the locals moved
on from this point with continuous communication and although it is difficult to have frank
discussions about anonymous actions I do believe that the supportive locals came with us
on a journey of radicalisation that made our resistance stronger.
Once we became more practised and accustomed to a level of activity that scares
companies like Scottish Coal and greedy landowners like Lord Home, we could begin to
have a bit of fun with it too...
Like the frosty afternoon that some unsuspecting contractors arrived on site looking
lost and confused by the crowd of people they met emerging from the woods. Eventually,
Lord Home’s estate manager arrived to escort them through our barricades to take soil
samples, leaving their vehicles unattended at the front of site. A silly move.
All of a sudden, out of nowhere autonomous activists acting in solidarity with those
opposing a new mine at Mainshill Wood swooped to the front of site, smashed windows,
spray-painted “Out of Mainshill” and “no more coal” on the side of the vehicle, let down
tyres and for good measure emptied the compost bucket all over their van.
The contractors were given a taste of what to expect if they continued doing Scottish
Coal’s dirty work at Mainshill. And we showed that we were a force to be reckoned with.
Although we’re no longer at Mainshill – we’ve seen the trees we had gotten to know
cut down and the ground ripped open where our home had been – I believe that we’ve
emerged not just with a great sense of loss, but also with a spirit to fight on and continue
the struggle for a different world.
PS. This communique just in:
In the early hours of this morning machinery at Mainshill open cast site was sabotaged.
Two Caterpillar D9T’s and a 170 tonne face scrapping earth mover, an O&K RH90, were
targeted, both will be inoperable today, and will cost Scottish Coal greatly.
A sustained campaign of sabotage has been waged at Mainshill and it was vowed to
continue even when work on the mine started. The only thing that has changed since the
eviction of the Mainshill Solidarity Camp is that the machines on the site are bigger and
more expensive. The machinery at the Mainshill site, and any other coal site in Scotland,
are extremely vulnerable. Sabotage against the coal industry will continue until its
expansion is halted.
This action was done by autonomous environmentalists in solidarity with the people of
South Lanarkshire who are fighting to save their community and their health from the
coal industry. This is also in solidarity with people around the world, including Columbia
and India, who are fighting for their lives against the coal industry.
Mainshill vive – la lucha sigue!

The local people in the Douglas valley were amazing. Living full time at Mainshill, I got to see how all
their relationships with us grew and changed over time which was really interesting. To begin with
there was an obvious divide between ‘the protesters’ and ‘the locals’ but that began to blur as we
started to share more information and experiences with each other. Some people formed friendships
quicker than others. We joked about an ‘adopt a protestor’ scheme as it became more obvious that
the same people were always visiting peoples houses for dinner and having discussions about the
Coal Industry. The longer we were there the more that changed. Everyone seemed to open up to
each other more.
When our water got cut oﬀ (by that bastard Estate Manager; Ian Flemming) we had to rely really
heavily on the locals bringing us water. Some of the locals took this in their stride, however and were
doing water runs at least twice daily!
One of the highlights of living at Mainshill was the ‘pub bus’ which would take us to the Red Moss (a
nearby truck stop). I lost count of the number of nights spent there, (mostly not having to spend a
penny of our own cash as people were so generous). We did karaoke there, played pool and listened
to the jukebox into the small hours before getting a lift home from the hardworking bar staﬀ.
Sometimes there were coal workers there who would try to give us hassle but usually this meant
that they’d get an earful from one of our local friends.
It was always really exciting when W would show up early in the morning with a truck full of pallets
for us. A whole gang of us would go to the front to unload them and drag them to diﬀerent places
around site so we could start building with them as soon as possible. This was especially useful in
the run up to the eviction and I doubt we could have made ‘the palletron’ so quickly (or indeed at all)
without his tat runs.
Often L would show up at site with her kids and an armful of home baking. Sometimes a few of us
would go and hang out at their house for awhile. It’s great there, there are loads of animals and trees
and you get to watch DVDs, play music with one of the younger members of the family or play board
games. Also, they throw brilliant BBQs.
Christmas and New years was certainly ‘the season of goodwill’ in the Douglas Valley with ‘Santa’
and co. bringing us a whole cooked Christmas
dinner (complete with vegan option) on the day
itself, presents, a massive take-away from the
local Indian and alcohol over new years too.
These people became like an extended family.
We still visit sometimes, for BBQs or a quick
pint and a catch up. Sometimes we go to the
Mainshill Liaison Meetings and ask Scottish
Coal awkward questions with T and J. I like
to think that we’re strengthening our links in
the ﬁght against new coal and making lasting
friendships along the way. I’d also like to think
that we’re changing people’s opinions of what a
‘protester’ is and showing people that we didn’t
just live at Mainshill because it was a free home
in the countryside, that we’re trying to create
alternatives to this fucked up society we live in
and live in a more ecologically sound way.
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Mainshill had an immeasurable impact upon so
many aspects of who I am today. I cannot even begin to express

the connection I felt (and still do) to all of the people (and animals) which comprised Mainshill
Solidarity Camp and inhabited, for however short a time, this once beautiful corner of South
Lanarkshire. It almost seems inappropriate to try and explain any of my experiences in isolation but
I hope to capture and galvanize something of this profound time in my mind (and on this page).
I have chosen four events which embody something of what Mainshill meant to me and what it
taught me (and I’ve tried to force them into somewhat arbitrary but possibly poignant categories...)
Summer: We spent hours and hours digging a trench in the road. Smacking the concrete as
hard as possible, creating sprays of sparks and sticky hard-core, with only minor impacts on the
machine compressed surface. The heat was intense and the mix of sweat and the barrage of stones
from each strike meant much of the work was done in semi blindness, with eyes only half open.
We would take turns going until we ached and could hit no more. Then we would stop and have
a rest and chat to the person working. From this I got to know my friends a lot. We talked about
life and activism and much more besides. By the time we’d had enough there wasn’t all that much
to be shown for the aches and callouses but I was certainly happy with the effort and the time I
spent with these amazing people. Not long after, when Scottish Coal and the pigs came to take the
machines off site, a bulldozer went straight over our trench and destroyed the barricade behind it in
about a minute.
Autumn: One miserable Sunday we decided (with some manic insanity) that it was a good
time to get building. The rain seemed pretty much relentless but even if it wasn’t, we were soaked
through early on regardless. This was the time when we were doing action after action and the
energy on site was electric. Work was picking up and we were stepping up to the encroachment on
our home. We needed to block an access road with which the harvester machinery was getting onto
site. Next to this road there were hundreds of plantation logs stacked about 3-4 meters tall, cut
down before site was taken. Together we levered, heaved and axed these logs across the path (and
the stream which ran beside it!) into a giant interlinked structure we later called “sketchy boxes”
which resembled a giant game of jenga.Trying to move the trunks alone was impossible. Sometimes
I’d try, just to see whether I could do it. I’d just end up tearing off a bit of broken branch or slipping
feebly in the mud.

Winter: (this is what I meant by forcing into categories – this event took place after the eviction
and after “spring”) The eviction was bleak. I can’t really express what it felt like because it still
doesn’t really feel real. The expectation of this event was the reason for many many nights of
shit sleep and was constantly present... looming and leeching. The morning after I got out of jail
I went back to the entrance of site where the support team had set up a makeshift fire-pit, both to
keep myself active and to help a little with relieving them from their relentless presence. There we
sat and watched. Bailiffs working on destroying what was home Fatigue, frustration and a sense
of utter helplessness silently engulfed my head. A blizzard quickly whipped up around us, so we
stayed close to the fire which (I had been told) had only gone out once during the whole eviction.
We took turns to go and get fire wood. One person stuck a small dead tree upright in a vent in the
ground. I commented on how sad it was that the tree was dead and where once there stood free
Christmas trees for local people, there was now this small skeletal pine. The response I got came
very quickly and took me completely by surprise. It struck me very profoundly: “there’s more life in
a dead tree”.
Spring: Choosing this moment as spring is, on the surface, pretty stupid. It was the dead of
winter and the cold spell had begun. Much of site was covered in snow and very few things outside
the communal seemed to be alive. However, one night we all went out into the field, north of the
sycamores and sat or stood, necks straining, staring at the cloudless sky. We had heard that there
was to be a meteor shower and we all just stayed there watching in expectation. The shower itself
was very beautiful. I’d never seen a shooting star before. But it wasn’t the stars that made me feel
so happy and connected to this amazing place. It was the people with which I sat and watched and
screamed into the night.
I feel a lot of sadness and anger when I think now about Mainshill. I don’t know if I ever felt we
could stop the mine but I definitely dared to hope... and it hurts to have that taken away. But I’m
sure that I am not alone in feeling; that I am not alone any more. We lived and fought together
for this beautiful land. For and against these perfectly imperfect people. For the common hope
that together we can stop this brutal destruction of land and life. I will never forget what has

been done. But I know that I will always fight... and even though there will be much more
sadness along the way, I feel that together, one day, we can achieve more than any of us
would have dared to hope. This time, I feel, was just the beginning.
For a future with hope,
					

for Mainshill... with love.
Revolt x
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